
2021 Public Screening
7 PM, Wednesday, June 9th

“Doors” open at 6:30

Mediaworks

Welcome to the 2021 Mediaworks Public Screening, a showcase of Mediaworks students’ 
culminating projects resulting from a year’s study of the histories, theories and practices of 
non�ction media. A major focus of our work was learning about the politics of 
representation and how to use the powerful tools of media for alternative forms of 
expression that make visible more diverse experiences. In response, students experimented 
with animation as a medium for non�ction, multiple approaches to documentary form, the 
impact that sound has on image, the materiality of �lm and video, and putting themselves 
on screen as they addressed issues vital to them. 

Even though Mediaworks was conducted entirely online due to Covid 19 pandemic 
conditions, faculty and student co-learners created a special learning community. Students 
demonstrated resilience in their abilities to produce this work at home, away from the 
College's excellent media labs. They collaborated on projects, contributed to colorful Google 
Jamboard brainstorming sessions, and demonstrated care and respect for one another’s 
work and ideas. Each student proved to be a valued and important part of our collaborative 
group process. The work in this program was produced with the support of this collaborative 
learning community, and though authored by individual students, was in�uenced and 
shaped by the whole.
 
 - Mediaworks Faculty Ruth Hayes and Laurie Meeker
 
 

The Evergreen State College is located on the ceded territories of the Medicine Creek Treaty 
Tribes, which include the Squaxin Island Tribe, the Nisqually Indian Tribe, and the Puyallup 
Tribe of Indians. The Olympia area was historically a center for trade and exchange among 
many Salish Sea tribes, including the Chehalis, the Skokomish, and others. With this 
awareness, we honor the ancestors and pay respect to elders past and present of the 
Medicine Creek Treaty Tribes, and to all Native peoples of this land.



Act One Act Two
+ Exquisite Morphs: An Isolation Animation by Mediaworks students and faculty (3:56) - An animated exquisite corpse. 
Each segment was inspired by a single frame from an animated, documentary or experimental �lm that Mediaworks stu-
dents viewed in fall, 2020. In winter 2021, three students produced the soundtrack, also composing it as an exquisite corpse.  

+ When She Was 20 by Madison Stekly (7:10) - This �lm follows 4 generations of women re�ecting upon their own experi-
ences of being 20 years old through each of their respective time periods.  

+ Unsheltered: Community Discourse on the Housing Crisis by Jamie Champion (8:13) -  A platform to center and ampli-
fy the voices of our most vulnerable neighbors.  

+ It’s Nice to Have a Friend by M Sprouse (2:44) - Emotional support animals are crucial elements in their owners’ daily 
lives. They improve their owner’s overall living experience. ESAs are more than a pet. They are also a friend. 

+ Out of the Loop by Alexandra Breed (3:48) - A cartoonish recount of my coming out story with Asexuality, from self-dis-
covery to self-acceptance. 

+ A Lucid Illusion by DeVante Givens (3:24) - DeVante suddenly wakes up in a familiar yet strange room where he encoun-
ters a minstrel character of himself as it attempts to persuade DeVante that representation, in world with racist stereotypes, 
is pointless. 

+ Miko by Jack Tronsdal (7:50) - A plainti� in the Juliana v. the United States Supreme Court case speaks candidly about the 
triumphs and turbulences of youth activism.  

+ All That Was New is Old Again by Jason Biehner (7:15) - The �lmmaker experiments with outdated media tools to raise 
awareness of how our tech heavy lifestyles impact the rest of the world.  

+ Down to Earth by Jonas Anderson (4:30) - An examination of America’s relationship with green energy and Native Ameri-
cans of the Columbia River Valley. 

+ Toxin by Demetrius Romero (1:57) - Flora, an anthropomorphic mushroom girl, lives in the mushroom village. Her every-
day life of dancing and sharing is �ipped upside down when the creatures arrive. Though the true name of the creatures is 
unknown, the mushroom people began calling them toxin. Flora’s peaceful life becomes a �ght for survival as she attempts 
to escape the toxin. 

+Three Veterans and an Interview by Thomas Bayron (8:16) - An interview style �lm on a few Veterans' thoughts about the 
Department of Veteran A�airs and their interactions with the VA. 

+The Pandemic of Hate by Annie Vo (2:40) - An animated �lm that draws parallels between rhetoric about the COVID-19 
pandemic and the plague of anti-Asian hate crimes it initiated. 

+ Amorous Adventures & Exploits by Patrick Ho�man (10:00) - In animated interviews, anthropomorphic 
LGBTQ+ characters describe their romantic experiences, both positive and negative.  

+Not Quite Dysphoria by Lilly-Ann Mehr (5:33) - How do you label a feeling of disconnect between your gender 
and your identity when one does not wish to alter their body? 

+ Baby Bird by Jonathan M Fink (8:20) - Abstract and surreal subjective look into the mind of an individual who is 
grappling with identity, rejection, trauma, and religious indoctrination after escaping a cult. 

+ Changeling by Jessamyn Anderson (1:16) - A fragmented fairytale.  

+ Safety Training, Ahnya Waldeck (7:02) - An exploration of the intrusive and fear-based daily rituals performed 
by women to ensure their safety in the increasingly violent world. 

+ Window Panes by Will Seymour (10:02) - This observational short-documentary focuses on three individuals in 
Olympia, Washington. By examining their days both linearly, and non-linearly it creates an omnipresent viewing 
experience. 

+ Internet-Connected by Tanner Grove (5:51) - Three friends slog through the daily routine until an internet 
connection adds a little color to their lives. 

+ Divine and Demonic by Audrey Linehan (10:08) - Demon: borrowed from Greek ‘daimon’, meaning ‘divine’. 
When did the concept of divinity become divided into two? 

We thank the following people for their support:  
Program Aide and Graphic Designer Extraordinaire: Isaac Beach
Public Screening Producer: Noah Phillips, 
Public Screening Editor: Oscar Kryzanauskas
Media Services Sta�: Ben Hargett, Patrick LaBahn, Aaron Kruse, Dave Cramton, Shannon Stewart, Vito Valera, 
Raoul Berman, Ashley Williams, Media Interns and student employees

For more information about the Evergreen State College Media Arts and Studies Path visit https://www.ever-
green.edu/studies/path/media-arts-and-studies

 -THERE WILL BE A FIFTEEN MINUTE INTERMISSION BETWEEN ACTS ONE AND TWO-  


